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Introduction 
A tournament T,, consists of a set of n vertices and a single directed edge 
joining every pair of distinct vertices. We denote the vertices of T’. by {l, . . . , n). 
A permutation aI, . . . , a, of the vertices is a generalized path. The type af the 
path is characterized by the sequence a,_1 = e3 l l l E~__~ where si = i-1 if e -+ ai+1 
and 6 = -1 if a, -+ ai tl. We also say that mn_l is realized i: T.. In [S], it was 
conjectured that if it g? 8, then every tournament T, realizes all possible 2*-l 
types u,._~. Certain types are known to be always realizable. Thus, since every 
tournament has a Hamiltonian path the types & = +1, -t- 1, . . . r +1 and (or- = - 1, 
-l,..., -1 are always realizable. Gaiinbaum (Harary [3, p. 21 I, ex. 16.261) 
observed that if n 2 b, then every Tfl has a Hamiltonian path al + 9 - l + a, with 
a, t- al. Thus, types irt which all 6 but one have the same sign are realizable. 
Griinbaum [2] and Rosenfeld [4] proved that every tournament with three 
exceptions, has an attidirected Hamiltonian path. The exceptions are the regular 
tournaments TR,, TRS, TR,, when= TR, is the only regulw tournament on 7 
vcr’ices with no transitive sub-tournament on 4 vertices. Thus every T,, n a 8 
realizes the type o,.__~ =e1 l l l E,_~~ &i = f- l)i. Finally, Forcade [l] proved that if 
n = 2k then every type o,__~ is realizable by T,,. The purpose of this note is to 
prove that sequences with “larg; blocks” are always realizable. 
2!, Definitions and notation 
A block in a type o,._.~ = el l 9 l E,__~ is a maximal subsequence of consecutive 
elements having the same sign (maximal with respect to inclusion). Thus every 
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type is uniquely determined by its blocks H3, = * l Bk and we write o, -1 = 
El ’ l l En-1 “&’ l I&. We denote by sg Bi the sign of the elements of Bi. 
G! = iy 1 y E 7-L y -+ ~1, i(x) = card I(X). 
The orientation of the ordered pair (x, y) is +l if x --+ y and -1 if IC c- y. WC: say 
that a set of vertices A dominates the set B if every vertex o A dominates every 
vertex of 5. Finally, we denote by T,(al l 9 . c+) the subtounrument sganned in Tn 
by the vertices (a, l l l q> and by T, \{a1 . l . q} the subtournament spanned by 
the other vertices. 
Lemma 1. 1f n > 3, u,,_~ = R,&, then every toumantent T, realizes o,,.+ 
Roof. Obseric first that ii )E3i I= 1 (i = 1 or i = 2), then a,,__, is realizable if n # 5 
(Gtinbaum’s observation), the case n = 5 can be easily verified. We prove the 
lemma by induction. When n = 4 by Forcade’s theorem, every T4 realizes every 
sequence u3. Without loss of generality, we’ may assume th’at \Brl ~al&i. (Other- 
wise, we realize -(B,P3,) and write it backwards). We may obviously assume that 
sg B1 = +l. I% 1&1>$(n - 1), let x E T, be a vertex with i(x) == k <l&l. FLet 
a, l - - ak be a Hamiltonian path in 1(x:1= T,(al, . . . , ak 1. By the induction 
hypothesis, ‘Tsl \ (a,, . . . , ak, x) realizes a = B{& whe e I&I = IS,1 - k - 1, 
sg(B’,) = +l. Obviously, CT~ l l - akxb, l l l bj (where b1 l l l bi if, the realization of a) 
is a realization of u,_~ in T,,. If l&l = $(n - 1) and i(x) = s(n - l), then, if n = 5, Ts 
is the regular tournament with 5 vertices. It is a simple matter to check that it 
realizes v4. (The cnly sequence that this tournament does not realist: is +(+l - 1 + 
1 - 1)). If n > 5, then T, is strong and thus contains a cycle of length $(n - 1). The 
same technique as in the first r K+ of the proof of Theorem 1 applies. 
Proof. I3y induction on k. Since every T, has a Hamiltonian path, the theorem is 
obvious if k = 1. The case k = 2 was treated in Lemma 1. Let a,,_ i = B, l l l &+l, 
k 32. Let !&+lj= r. ,4ssume first that T, contains a cycle a0 + clll l l l -+ tq+ + 
a,, of length r. By the mduction hypothesis, a- =: B1 l l l .Lik is realizable in 
T, \ (a,, . . . , 6Q. Ler 
X(1, ‘1) - * l x(1, i,)d2, 1) l ’ l x(k, 1) ’ l l x(k, jk) (1) 
be such a reallizat;on. i.e. 
i,==(B,l+l, ij=IBjl 
and 
sg(x(m, j), X(rn, j + 1)) = sgB,, sg(x(m, i,),3c(in+l, l)~)==sgB,.,+ 
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We may assume that sg 63, = -1 (otherwise, we realize --u~._~ in F,,, the comple- 
ment of T,). Hence th<z orienration of (x(m, j), x(m, j+ 1)) is (-l)k--m+l and the 
orientation of (x(rq i,), x(m + 1; 1)) is (-l)“-“. 
De&&ion. A jvertex )I(I?z, j) is said to be pmq~r1y otiented if for all 0 s i,S r - 1 the 
orientation of (x(n 1 j)7 Q) is (- l)k-m when j < k and (-l)k-m+l when j = k. 
Assume that the :e exists a non-properly oriented vertex. ILet :c(s, l) be such a 
vertex which is furthest; i.e. x(m, j) is properly oriented if m > s or if RI = s and 
j > 1. If x( s, i j = x( k, ik), we may assume t&t x( k, ik) + a(). (!hk can always 
renumber the vertices of the cycle a0 l l l G_+) It is easily seen that 
x(1,1) l l l x(k, lk)ao l l 9 q-1 realizes a,+ 
If 1= is, s < k, assume again that (x(s, i,) ao) is the non properly oriented edge. 
We first construct a realization of B1 ’ l l Bk__ I as follows: 
X(1,1) * l l x(s, i,)U#(S + I, 1) l l ’ x(s + 1, is+1 - l)a,x(s +2,1)* l l 
x(s -t- t, is+, -~)~n(s+t+i,i)*~*x(k--~,i)~**x(k-1,i,-~-i) (mj 
The vertices x(m, i,), s < m s k - 1, missing in (l;~, are all properly oriented by 
our assumption. Thpy can be exprr;ssed as the disjoint union A0 UA1 where 
Ai =(~(m, Q,) 1 m>s, k-m+ (mod2j). 
Observe that. A 1 dominates {a,,, . . . , tq+) and A0 is dcminated by this set. Let 
A1:={y1,..., y,). Observe that Q ~$k. Let y{ + ~5 -a l l l 4 Y;~ be a Hamiltonian 
path in the tourname2.t spanned by A1 U{n(k, I), . . . , x(/c, ik -a)). By our as- 
: umption this set dominates iao, . . . , q__$ The c:,ntinuation of (1) given by 
X(1,1? l l ’ x(k - 1, i&l- l)u&,o..ly’, l - * y& (2) 
is easily s;:en to realize B1 l l l &. 
Let A,, = {z, - l l q,,). A0 is dominated by {a~, . . . , i_,]. Le&, + z2-) 9 l 9 + 
z,. The following continuation of the sequence (2) is a realization of u,,__~ in T,, : 
x(1,1) ’ l ’ x(k - 1, ik__l - l)&_,_& a l ’ y;,pk_&k, ik) g l - 
x(k,li,- U+h.lk_s+l ' l l &_1Z1 l -. 2,. (3) 
The sequenct, (3) is a reali::ation since s - ‘1 and a-lak+l. If 2<&, the 
construction of the realization of CF,,-~ is very similar to the above. We sketch it. 
First the realization of B1 l l 9 Ijk+ will be 
x(1,1) ” l l x(s, l)u&;, 1+ 1) l l 0 x(s, is - l)a,x(s + 1,l) l l * 
x(s + t, is+t - l)q+,x(s + t + 1,l) 9 l - x(k - 1, ik_l- 1). (4 
Define the sets Ao, A1 as before, and it is easily checked that the continuation cd 
(4) as was done in (2) and (3) y%zlds a realization of a,_ 1. (If s = k, then 
x(1,1) - l l x(k, I) * l 0 x(ie, l)a,x(k, E-F I) l l l x(k, ik - I)a, l l . G-ix(k, ik) 
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is a realization of cs,_,. This construct;on obviousl!/ can be used to estp?Gsh 
Lemma 1.) 
We may therefore assume that all vertices are properly oriented. The sequence: 
U()X(l, 1) ’ ’ l X(1, il- l)UlX(2,1) ’ ’ ’ X(j, ij - l)UjX(i + 131) l * ’ 
x(k--1,&-,-l) 6) 
is a re&zation of RI l - - Bk__I. Construct ;he sets AO, AI as before. The continua- 
t ion of (5) given by 
a,x(l, 1) l l . x(A - 1, ik-l)Llk-ly; l 9 l y$,x(k, ik) l l 9 
x&, ik - a + l)a,,, l . l fa,_,zI l l l z, 
. 
(Q 
is obviously a realization of cr, -I Observe that this construction is possible since 
r-1=4+1. 
Finally, if T’ does not admit an r-cycle, then T, is not strong. Hence there 
exists a set A, with less than t vertices that dominates all the other vertices. Let 
A=(a,..a a,) where a,-~,...-a. Let b,-a-b,,, be a realization of 
B, * - * & in the subtoumament spannt,d by these vertices. Such a realization 
exists by the induction hypothesis. Let q, . . . , cj be the remaining vertices and let 
c:, ’ l - ci be a directed path in the subtournament T,(b,,,, cl, . . . , cj). Then 
is easily seen to be a realization 01’ G~,__~ f 
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